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Privacy law isn’t working.
Waldman’s groundbreaking work explains why, showing how tech companies manipulate us, our behavior, and our law.

‘How did privacy policies become licenses to spy? … This brilliant book is a must-read for understanding the failures of contemporary privacy laws, and how they might evolve toward more robust protections.’
Frank Pasquale, Professor of Law, Brooklyn Law School, and author of The Black Box Society and The New Laws of Robotics

‘Ari Waldman peels back the curtain on internal privacy practices at the most powerful tech companies to reveal an alarming trend … It is essential reading for anyone who cares about the future of privacy.’
Daniel J. Solove, John Marshall Harlan Research Professor of Law, George Washington University, and author of Understanding Privacy

‘There is a path to resistance, and Industry Unbound is its map.’
Ryan Calo, Lane Powell and D. Wayne Gittinger Professor, University of Washington School of Law
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